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SYNOPSIS

This research presents and analyzes the results of a survey of installers/dealers employed by security firms installing security systems in US households. It quantifies the dealers’ view of security market performance, with data compared across multiple surveys, and analyzes competitive pressures, industry conditions, and new trends, including the addition of smart home and interactive technologies.

This is Parks Associates’ eighth year completing its Security Dealer Survey. Part of the survey provides trend data for questions asked year over year while new sections that hit pertinent new areas (COVID-19) or new concerns are also present.
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Key questions answered:
- What are the basic metrics for 2019 and 2020 to date?
- What do trends show in key areas such as sales of smart home devices, interactivity, and DIY security systems?
- How do security dealers report that COVID-19 affects their business?
- What are key features and factors as dealers select their hardware and interactivity providers?
- What are the specific issues surrounding dealers’ selling DIY systems?
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